International Scientific Conference:
„SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT - II”

December, 16-17th, 2021, Belgrade
The registration fee will be paid by all participants at the Conference in the amount of 6,000.00 RSD for home authors and 50 euros for the authors from abroad. By paying the registration fee, the participant provides: a Proceeding with additional material, refreshments during the conference and attendance at the gala dinner. The registration fee is paid to the current account of the Institute of Agricultural Economics, Belgrade:

UniCredit Bank
Account: 170-3550-34
Recipient: Institute of Agricultural Economics, Str. Volgina no. 15, 11060 Belgrade
Purpose: To cover the costs of participating in a scientific conference

- Improving the competitiveness of agricultural production and work of farmers’ associations
- Sustainable rural development
- Diversification of income of agricultural products through processing of agricultural products and other non-agricultural activities
- Development of rural infrastructure and improvement of the quality of life of the rural population
- Transfer of knowledge and information, partnership and support to young farmers
### PAPERS APPLICATION

- **Abstracts** have to be submitted strictly in e-form via e-mail, no later than **01st August 2021**. Abstract must be prepared according to technical instruction of the conference.
- Complete papers have to be submitted strictly in e-form, by e-mail, no later than **24th September 2021**. Papers which arrive after specified date will not be taken into consideration for publishing.
- The papers must be in **ENGLISH**.
- All papers are subject to review, and only the papers accepted by 2 reviewers will be published in **Thematic Proceedings**.
- **Number of co-authors per paper is not limited**, but each author/co-author can have only 1 paper. Repeating the same authors/co-authors is **NOT ALLOWED**.
- All members of the research team on the project III – 46006 (funded by the Ministry of Education, Science and Technological Development of the Republic of Serbia) are obligated to submit their papers.

### THE FIRST AUTHOR

Submits individually completed and technically prepared papers in electronic form, strictly in accordance to the **THEMATIC SECTIONS** of the conference:

- predrag_v@iep.bg.ac.rs
- bojana_b@iep.bg.ac.rs
- ivana_v@iep.bg.ac.rs

### TECHNICAL PROPOSITIONS FOR WRITING THE PAPERS

#### STRUCTURE, SIZE AND METHOD OF PAPER WRITING

- Paper must contain title, full name and surname of the author/co-author, abstract, key words, introduction, elaboration - clearly and logically structured in the form of optional number of subtitles, conclusion and literature.
- Paper should be **8-10 pages long**, including abstract, charts, tables, pictures, schemes, enclosures and literature.
- Paper has to be written in program **Word for Windows**, format **B5 (ISO) 17,6 x 25 cm or Envelope B5 17,6 x 25 cm (Page Setup, Paper Size)**, font **size 12, Times New Roman**, alignment **Fully Justified**, spacing **Single (Paragraph, Line Spacing)**, with one line spacing between the paragraphs (key Enter), without **indentation** the first line of paragraph.
- Page margins must be **2,5 cm - Top, Bottom, Left, Right**.
- Pages numbering - **centered, bottom of the page**.
- Introduction, subtitles, conclusion and literature in the paper must be **centered, without numbering**, written in **small letters** with first capital letter, font **size 12, Times New Roman (Bold)**.
- Above and below the introduction, subtitle, conclusion and literature must make one line spacing (key Enter)!!!

#### FIRST PAGE OF THE PAPER

- Title of the paper: **maximum 2 lines**, centered, in **CAPITAL LETTERS**, font **size 12, Times New Roman (Bold)**.
- Full name and surname of the author/co-author, written in **small letters**, is below the title with 2 lines spacing (key Enter), font **size 12, Times New Roman (Italic)**.
- In a **footnote**, it is **obligatory** to give full name and surname of the author/co-author, title, vocation, name and address of the master institution, telephone number and e-mail address, font **size 10, Times New Roman**.
ABSTRACT OF THE PAPER

- Abstract title centered, in small letters, with 2 lines spacing below the author name (key Enter), font size 12, Times New Roman (Bold).
- Text of the abstract, not over 150 words, with one line spacing (key Enter) from the abstract title, font size 12, Times New Roman (Italic).
- Below the abstract text, with one line spacing (key Enter), are Key words: maximally 6 (Italic), font size 12, Times New Roman.

CHARTS, TABLES, PICTURES, SCHEMES AND ENCLOSURES

- In black-and-white or color technique, must contain title and source, insert in the paper's text, numerate chronologically and centred, Times New Roman, table header (Bold).
- Size of CHART, PICTURE, SCHEME and ENCLOSURE adjust to the page format and page margins, as well as the font size in the TABLE, so they can be clearly and entirely shown on one page! BREAKS ARE FORBIDDEN!
- Title (Italic), font size 12, alignment Fully Justified.
  EXAMPLE: Chart/Picture/Table/Scheme/Enclosure 1. Title
- Source with reference (Italic), font size 12, alignment Fully Justified
  EXAMPLE: Source: Title.

LITERATURE

- listed by one line spacing (key Enter) in alphabetical order according to the author's surname or institution (if it is as author), font size 12, Times New Roman.
- The reference should contain the following elements and follow the order of appearance:
  - Surname and name of the author/co-author or institution as the author:
  - Year of publishing, in brackets ():
  - Title of the paper (Italic),
  - Title of publication/meeting,
  - Title and location of publisher/place and date of the meeting,
  - Volume and number of publication,
  - Pages from-to.
- The references in form of INTERNET DOCUMENT (pdf, word, powerpoint, excel etc.) have to be shown also in alphabetical order according to the author's surname or institution as the author (if the author or institution as the author is unknown, it has to be classified according to the document's title), and should contain the following elements and follow the order of appearance:
  - Surname and name of the author/co-author or institution as the author,
  - Title of document (Italic),
  - Full internet address,
  - Date when the web-site was visited, in brackets ()
- In case when INTERNET REFERENCE in form of certain information/data from some web-site, where the authors, institution as the author and document title are unknown, mentioned reference has to be listed also in alphabetical order, according to the text title on the web-site, as well as it should contain the following elements and to follow the chronology of allegation:
  - Title of the text on web-site,
  - Full internet address,
  - Date when web-site was visited, in brackets ().
Dear authors,

<1> The Abstracts which are submitted after determined deadline 01st August 2021, WILL NOT BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION.

<2> The Paper Works which are submitted after determined deadline 24th September 2021, WILL NOT BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION.

<3> The papers with less than 8 pages, or longer than 10 pages, technically unadjusted to the propositions, WILL NOT BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION.

<4> It is an OBLIGATION to check grammar and spelling mistakes in the paper.

Thank You for understanding,

ORGANIZATIONAL BOARD OF THE CONFERENCE,
Institute of Agricultural Economics Belgrade

VENUE OF THE INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE
WILL BE DETERMINED LATER

OFFICIAL LANGUAGE OF THE INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE
English

SECOND ANNOUNCEMENT